
INT EROFFICE MEM ORANDUM

TO: BURST GROUP

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: MINUTES

DATE: 9/24/02

In attendance

• AEI: Mukherjee
• Cardiff: Sathyaprakash, ?
• CSUDH: Ganezer
• CIT: Drever, Zweizig, Lazzarini, Blackburn, Sylvestre; Weinstein (last 10m)
• Glasgow: Hewitson, Ward
• LSU: Daw, Giaime
• MIT: Ballmer, Chatterji , Katsavounidis, Shoemaker
• Syracuse: Saulson
• Penn State: Finn, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton

1. "Nov 1 analysis" status

a. Externally triggered search (Rahkola)

 i .  Line removal is necessary. Remove lines in two steps and
compare with no line removal

1. Remove power lines using oelslr

2. Kalman filter for other lines if not sufficient

 ii. GRBs during S1 w/respect to lock time: no triple coincidence,
two during double coincidence. One LHO/LLO, one local
LHO (H1/H2)

1. Question: is there value in combining with E7 data?
Probably not: only 8 in E7 and limit on hrms goes as 4th

root of N, but noise in E7 much larger.

b. Untriggered search, weekend meeting results:

 i. GEO data

1. Subset of GEO playground to MIT and analyzed
through TFCluster. Not successful in running through
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other ETGs in a way that allows us to understand the
events generated.

2. Initial data transferred was calibrated h(t). Glitches on
second boundaries an artifact of calibration change
every second. Moved uncalibrated data to MIT for
analysis. This makes more sense for burst analysis
anyway.

3. Still, once signal recycling is in place we will need to
have a more continuous calibration. Looking at an
adaptive filter approach.

 ii. LIGO veto study

1. Data passed though glitchmon, absglitch. Preliminary
investigations used relative threshold; currently
running absolute thresholds.

2. Diagnostic channels identified as worth further study:

a. L1:

 i. LSC-AS_DC

 ii. LSC-AS_I

 iii. LSC-REFL_I

 iv. LSC-MC_L

b. H1:

 i. LSC-AS_I

 ii. LSC-REFL_I

 iii. LSC-AS_DC

 iv. PSL-PMC_TRANSPD_F

c. H2:

 i. LSC-REFL_Q

 ii. LSC-AS_DC

 iii. LSC-REFL_DC

 iv. IOO-MC_F

3. Still TBD: veto lag plots
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 iii. Pipeline exercise: TBD

 iv. Other activity

1. GEO

a. (Mukherjee) integration of LAL excess power
into GEO search pipeline still being worked.

b. (Sathya, Hewitson) See burst eNote book. Veto
work on-going. This will take some time.

2. LIGO

a. Itoh looking for PEM vetos

2. Plans for 4-6 October meeting

a. Goals:

 i. carry playground data analysis through interpretation stage

 ii. plan remaining simulation studies

 iii. leave ready to "throw the switch" on S1 production analysis

b. Prerequisites for meeting

 i. Veto selections completed

1. Channels & thresholds, run over at least playground

2. Coarse selection criteria on particularly noisy stretches
excluded from analysis

 ii. Thresholds for ETGs

1. S1/Nov1-final versions of all ETG

 iii. Simulations for Fixed-Strength Isotropic (Babylonian)
interpretation on playground data

1. Completed and in database

c. location/participants?

 i. MIT is an accumulation point, but with open phone and vrvs
to CIT, LHO, LLO

3. Actions
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a. (All) Report whether able to participate in 4-6 October meeting, and
where from (MIT, CIT, LLO, LHO, ?)

b. (Finn, Saulson, Weinstein) Discussion simulation activities

c. (Finn, Saulson) Discuss how to insure all ETGs are moving forward


